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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
This month our magazine is focused on Satellite Broadcasting. Video distribution and contribution has
always been the largest and, for many GEO operators, the most lucrative satellite service. It is an application for which satellites are ideally suited: wide area coverage, multicast capability which is built into
the very core of satellite transmissions, as well as, distance and multi-point reception at no additional
cost. And Cable head-end distribution and DTH are among the stickiest services offered. And yet many
fear that this market is on the wane and that OTT viewership will overtake traditional viewing by 2020.
According to Newtec, the “emerging OTT trend has led many to question the long-term sustainability of
the traditional linear TV business … but, the key to successful content distribution is transmission and at
the heart of these transmissions is satellite.”
And perhaps nowhere will satellites’ role be stronger than in Asia. As SES’s Yew Weng Soo notes, “the debate
on OTT versus linear TV has become the industry’s favourite dead horse to beat…. Diehard OTT-only proponents
argue that by providing ‘what viewers want, when they want’, the convenience of being able to time and location shift with OTT services has somehow “won” and therefore the future of the video market is already set.”
More importantly for Soo is location. While Asian citizens have eagerly adopted mobile devices to consume media on the go, “once they reach home though, TV becomes paramount. Thanks to family-centred
values and multi-generational living arrangements, a TV is “a member of the family” and watching TV is
likewise a family affair. The TV is constantly on in the background.”
According to Alan Crisp of NSR, “pricing will be in the main pain point for satellite operators into the
future, even as channel growth is expected at a global level for some time, as this growth is compensated for by increasing compression and decreasing pricing.” Moreover, he notes that the price for “both C
and Ku-band Video Distribution has already declined approximately 35% globally and in South and
Southeast Asia, and 31% in East Asia.“ To partially off-set this NSR suggests that VoD pre-caching via
satellite can be used by “downloading large video content libraries to set top boxes in off-peak hours
overnight, and subscribers able to view the offline content stored on the set top box at a later time.”
Finally Blaine Curcio of Orbital Gateway Consulting raises what I think are among the key issues for us to
explore: “Are operators ultimately cannibalizing their own business by moving into OTT and other video
everywhere services? Are they competing with their own customers? How will ARPUs develop if there is
such a plethora of potentially low-cost services being offered to consumers? How can satellite operators
realistically compete with the data-mining capabilities of Netflix, among others? And finally, how will the
advent of HTS allow for satellite operators to improve their offerings in the video sphere, if at all?”
Happy summer reading to you all. And while you are at it, enjoy a good book on the beach!

Gregg Daffner
President, APSCC
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coming decade, with usage reaching close to 0.8 Gbps by 2026.

Trends & Forecasts for Satellite Video
Services in the Asia Pacific Region

North East Asia
Transponder demand for broadcasting should decrease from 79 units in 2016 to 72 units in 2019 before recapturing the growth to 90 units in 2026. Despite the negative impact of the end of SD/HD simulcasts for DTH

Dimitri Buchs, Senior Consultant, Euroconsult

platforms in the short term and the development of OTT, the regional market is expected to benefit from different factors. The main driver after 2020 should be UHD. Following the rollout of the first channels in 2014, the
region is expected to be one of the world pioneers for the development of both 4K and 8K (from 2020). A total
of 110 UHD channels are expected to be broadcast in North East Asia in 2026. HD, despite the already
advanced development stage of the format, should continue to drive the market, with roughly 100 channels
added by 2026. Overall, TV channels are expected to remain largely stable at around 580 until 2026 with HD
accounting for 80% of the total channels.

After strong growth in recent years driven by the launch of new pay-TV platforms, the development of free-to-

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AND CONTRIBUTION SERVICES

air offerings and the take-off of HDTV, consolidated capacity utilization across the Asia Pacific region has

MAP OF TV CHANNELS AND CAPACITY DEMAND BY REGION (2016)

slowed down, with growth mainly coming from South Asia, led by India. Overall, regional growth slowed as
several platforms decreased their number of channels, with some of them also ending their services due to

CENTRAL EASTERN EUROPE

mounting terrestrial free-to-air and OTT competition. In parallel, only a limited number of new platforms were
rolled out in the past couple of years, one of the latest being Solar DTH in the Philippines in 2017. UHD has

WESTERN EUROPE

also remained relatively limited so far, contributing to the lack of dynamism of the market. In February 2018, 18
UHD channels were broadcast by satellite in Asia Pacific.
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additional capacity to distribute new TV channels. In the longer term, growth is expected to result from large
HD rollouts and the first Ultra HD rollouts. More than 1,400 HD channels could be distributed by 2026, with
more than 1,000 new HD signals during the forecast period. UHD should remain limited to around 94 channels
in 2026. HTS could also be used for TV broadcasting as India has 23 official languages. Viewing content varies
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from region to region. Insat announced that its future HTS satellite, GSAT-11, could be used to distribute video
content. In terms of primary market risks, consolidation within the DTH market would have a significant impact
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capacity for TV channels. India is expected to account for a large part of market growth. Demand for regular

Oceania & Pacific

capacity may increase to 65 TPEs by 2026. Demand for content exchanges should benefit from the growing
number of TV channels broadcast, notably HDTV channels. It should also be favored by the expected end of
capacity constraints following the planned satellite launches. HTS traffic is expected to remain marginal in the
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Regular capacity demand is expected to keep the similar level until 2020 before decreasing to 25 units by
2026, corresponding to a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of -1.3% over the forecast period.
Competition from terrestrial networks will likely constrain transponder demand for video contribution over the
period, led by the rapid development of fiber usage for permanent activities and 3G/4G for occasional use services and by a broadcasting market with limited growth potential. The development of the HTS market will
limit regular capacity usage in the second half of the decade. HTS traffic carried is expected to reach 0.2 Gbps
by 2026, with the region expected to be one of the last to rollout HTS services.

China Area
China is the largest potential market in the area. In 2016, China’s linear TV has the largest subscriber base
(240M), DTH is just positioned as a complementary to satisfy the basic needs in remote area. Commercial satellite pay-TV was still non-existent. The launch of commercial platforms has been in discussion in recent years.
Thus, we assume that satellite pay-TV platform types of service are unlikely to be launched in the short term,
but rather in the long term. Licensees for such services would likely be Chinese companies that are potentially
state-owned. Furthermore, mainland Chinese satellite operators should be preferred for the broadcast of such
platforms. Based on that assumption, the number of channels is expected to develop progressively in the next
10 years. The number of TPEs leased for TV broadcasting would reach 145 units by 2026, up from 120 units in
2016. HD is expected to largely contribute to growth. ~570 HD channels (~30% of total channels) is expected
to be broadcast in 2026. Ultra HD is expected to remain limited.
Based on the expected growth of channels, the satellite capacity required for backhaul of programming will
likely increase by 2026. Growth in demand is also due to the limited digital terrestrial broadcasting systems in
rural areas of China, which will result in an extensive use of satellites. In addition, large events such as 2018
FINA World Championships, 2019 Military World Championship, 2022 Winter Olympic Games should also contribute to the growth. Nevertheless, growth will be largely conditioned by the authorization and development
of digital TV in China. The number of TPEs (regular capacity) needed by video contribution should reach 38
units by 2026, with growth notably favored by the rise of HDTV. HTS traffic carried is expected to remain limited, reaching 0.3 Gbps by 2026.

South East Asia
Over the next ten years, the video broadcasting demand should reach 339 units. Simultaneously, the number of
TV channels will increase to 4,448 by 2026, which includes 1,494 HD channels and 154 UHD channels. The
growth might be supported by free to air services. New platforms are also expected to be launched in a few
countries, as most countries in SEA are still at an early stage of pay-TV development. Demand should also be
driven by the development of HDTV as well as the digitization of ground networks. Further, some platforms in
countries (such as Indonesia) with a high number of active services may consolidate their activities or end services, especially once growth in subscribers and revenue slows down.
With the development of TV services in coming years (e.g. new platforms, HD broadcasts), the number of feeds
carried is expected to reach 160 by 2021 and 198 by 2026. This would lead to a regular capacity leases of 42
TPEs by 2021 and 47 units by 2026. The HTS capacity utilization is not expected to gain ground before 2018.
However, in the long run, the development of lower-priced HTS services is expected to drive the HTS capacity
utilization for video contribution services. Demand is expected to reach 0.5 Gbps by 2026.
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Oceania & Pacific
In the forecast period, the total number of channels is expected to reach 937 by 2026. The growth is expected
to come from the introduction of more HD channels (+269 HD channels during 16-26) and more digital channels
to fill terrestrial networks. Growth is nevertheless limited as a mature market. In addition, a growing focus of
broadcasters on nonlinear services, particularly in Australia and New Zealand should also hamper the growth.
Ultra HD is expected to have a defined impact on the market with only 30 UHD channels forecasted by 2026.
Overall, transponder demand is expected to decrease from 91 in 2016 to 84 in 2026. The reduction is due to
the evolution of compression technology. For example, in 2016, 46% of the channels are in Mpeg-4. The share
is expected to reach 87% by 2026.
The development of TV services, led by HDTV, should not be sufficient to drive market growth in the next
decade, as the overall size of the addressable market and increasing fiber usage will remain being the limitation. Consequently, transponder usage is expected to decrease to 13 units by 2026. The decrease in regular
capacity usage will partly be linked to the development of the HTS video contribution market. HTS traffic carried for contribution services is expected to reach 0.1 Gbps by 2026, primarily in Ka-band.

Dimitri Buchs is a Senior Consultant of Euroconsult based in Montreal, Canada, with expertise in economic and strategic analysis. Dimitri’s specialty lies in digital TV and media markets
and their impact on the satellite business. He is also involved in activities linked to the RPAS
market. His activities include qualitative and quantitative business analysis, review of market
prospects and business plans. Since joining Euroconsult in 2007, he has managed and contributed to more than 30 consulting missions for a wide range of international clients including satellite operators, service
providers and investment funds.
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Asian Broadcast Market Update

SD/HD Satellite Broadcast Channels by Sub-Region, Q1 2018
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APAC SD Channnels by Satellite Operator, Q1 2018

compete for video demand across APAC.

The broadcast markets are undergoing a period of intense change, and in many ways, this change is most evi-

On the SD channel side of the market, the

dent on the ground in Asia-Pacific. A huge and diverse region, with a young, dynamic, increasingly connected

biggest players are SES and Intelsat, with

population, the APAC video market is perhaps the world’s most dynamic.
User tastes and preferences are evolving fast, and satellite operators are being forced to adjust their business
model accordingly. With new satellite operators entering the market, more capacity, and a change in the value

a combined ~25% of regional SD chan-

Intelsat
13%
Others
33%

nels, followed by ISRO and Thaicom with

SES
13%

chain, now is one of the most exciting times in recent memory in the APAC video market. Here, we will first

The Market Today
The Asia-Pacific video broadcast via satellite today is the biggest it’s ever been. As of Q1 2018, almost 10,000

Measat combine for around 1/6 of the
market, and over 1/3 of the market for SD

discuss the region’s video markets over the past several years, before setting the scene with a discussion on
the current market and underlying trends, and looking at what might be the key market drivers tomorrow.

slightly more than 10% each. SingTel and

Measat
8% SingTel Thaicom
11%
10%

ISRO
12%

channels is comprised of no fewer than 16
regional operators, some having only a
few dozen channels, but many having 100
or more. A similar picture emerges on the
HD side of the market, with around 20

Source: Orbital Gateway Consulting

operators broadcasting some HD channels

video channels are being broadcast via satellite to Asia-Pacific, with this representing almost 30% of the

into Asia, led by regional, HD-focused

world’s total. While this is an impressive figure at first glance, it is also an indication of the region’s future

operators such as ktsat and Sky Perfect JSAT, but with global operators also maintaining strong market shares.

growth potential – with over half of the world’s population, Asia-Pacific could be seen as “punching below its
weight” in terms of video channels per capita, with this becoming even more the case as the region’s purchas-

Ultimately, having 20 satellite operators playing in the APAC video market is likely not sustainable, and while

ing power increases. While countries such as Japan and South Korea are served by a very large number of

some will certainly be able to count on captive or vertically integrated domestic markets for the majority of

channels per person, other countries in the region still have much room to grow here.

their revenues, others will likely find it increasingly hard to play in the market, especially given continued competition from OTT (Over-The-Top) and IPTV, as well as potential pressures from consolidation on the DTH plat-

Of the region’s 10,000 channels, around 8,000 are SD, and around 1,800 in HD. Expectedly, the highest HD pen-

form side of the market (i.e. their customers).

etration rate is in East Asia, where nearly 40% of channels being broadcast are in HD. The lowest HD penetration rate is South Asia, where just over 10% of channels being broadcast are done so in HD. Moving forward,

On the DTH platform side of the market, there is indeed quite a bit of scope for consolidation across APAC,

continued migration to HD in developing regions will, at the very least, stem the tide of improved encoding

with the region being home to several countries with 4, 5, or 6 DTH platforms. Recent months saw the long-

methods, and in many instances lead to real TPE demand growth.

awaited completion of the merger between India’s Dish TV and Videocon d2h, with this potentially being an
indicator of things to come in countries that have long been believed to have too many DTH platforms.
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The market today can also be characterized by a high degree of fragmentation across much of the developing

Examples include Indonesia and perhaps other, faster-growth Southeast Asian markets, which have seen a

APAC regions, in terms of both satellite operators and DTH platforms. On the satellite operator side, the region

flood of new entrants over the past few years all chasing greenfield subscriber growth (examples of this might

is home to over a dozen satellite operators, some of which are sub-regional in nature, while some of which

include Myanmar). This may lead to short-term impact on demand, should consolidating DTH platforms subse-
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quently consolidate their satellite capacity, however in some instances, such as Nepal, consolidation has

tion. With so many operators in the region, it is perhaps not surprising that there are so many different strate-

brought about a DTH industry in better financial health. Likewise, even in the event of consolidation, it is sel-

gies, and ultimately the key takeaway is that there is likely no single best strategy to compete in the APAC

dom a simple and inexpensive process to migrate/consolidate channels from multiple satellites, with this pro-

video market. Apart from regional operators, global players such as SES and Intelsat have also tried to move

viding a degree of stickiness for contracts moving forward.

along the video value chain, with SES having acquired media service provider MX1, and with Intelsat offering
an IntelsatOne Prism TV everywhere/OTT service4.

The Market Tomorrow

Moving forward, there will be some central questions among satellite operators looking to vertically integrate

The video market is undergoing rapid changes, and this is particularly true in APAC. Moving forward, satellite

along the video value chain, or otherwise change their position relative to customers. Namely, are operators

operators are finding a number of innovative new ways to position themselves in the video value chain, or in

ultimately cannibalizing their own business by moving into OTT and other video everywhere services? Are they

some instances, maintaining a similar value proposition but adding some new component to it.

competing with their own customers? How will ARPUs develop if there is such a plethora of potentially lowcost services being offered to consumers? How can satellite operators realistically compete with the data-min-

One of the biggest changes in the market today is the fact that companies like Facebook and Google are seen

ing capabilities of Netflix, among others? And finally, how will the advent of HTS allow for satellite operators

increasingly as competitors to Free-to-Air (FTA) platforms. This is because FTA platforms rely on advertising

to improve their offerings in the video sphere, if at all?

dollars for their revenue model, and in an age where the overwhelming majority of advertising growth is going
to a few very big platform companies, this makes their business model all the more difficult to close. What is
more, in countries throughout Asia, Facebook and other tech companies are becoming ever-more present

Key Takeaways

through things such as free Facebook/WhatsApp/Twitter data on local SIM cards, which is putting an even big-

The APAC video market remains very large, diverse, and in many areas, fast-growing. Competitive forces are

ger squeeze on companies competing for consumer attention. Simultaneously, pay TV platforms are being hit

greater than ever, however there are likewise opportunities in many different parts of the market, especially

head-on by players such as Netflix, which have the benefit of enormous budgets for content creation, huge

for operators thinking outside the box. A young and growing population, coupled with many of the world’s fast-

numbers of subscribers, and the ability to track and analyse the data being produced by people when watching

est-growing economies means that the hunger for content is not likely to be satisfied by any one solution, at

their programming. These tech behemoths are leveraging bigger bank accounts, more powerful algorithms, and

least for the foreseeable future. Premium content and an increasing tilt towards video everywhere will contin-

a more personalized product to eat up a bigger share of the content consumption market.

ue to be differentiators, while satellite operators will need to work with DTH and FTA platforms to help them
compete with a slew of fast-growing and well-funded competitors.

In the face of such new competitors going up against their customers, an increasing number of satellite operators are moving towards various types of OTT offerings. This has included a purely OTT app play, such as the
one offered by regional satellite operator APT Satellite. The company’s “Apstar TV”1 offers a variety of
Chinese-language content for free to anyone. This is perhaps the most extreme recent example of an Asian
regional satellite operator trying to “get closer to the customer” by capitalizing on technological change, as
APT Satellite is attempting a fully vertically integrated platform whereby the end customer is seeing their
name, however it is far from the only such play within APAC. Indeed, fellow Hong Kong-based regional operator AsiaSat has come out with a less consumer-focused OTT offering, whereby the company offers a service to
help content distributors get to more end customers through providing an integrated OTT/IP service. The company recently announced one such deal for this service in Myanmar2, where the company has long had a strong
presence.
Other operators, such as Asia Broadcast Satellite (ABS), have taken a decidedly more free-to-air route, theorizing that the Average Revenue per User (ARPU) in these regions is low enough to justify significant investment
in FTA TV as opposed to pay TV offerings. Specifically, during a recent interview3 with Kratos, ABS CEO Jim
Simpson noted that “in Indonesia and the Philippines…free to air seems to make much more sense to us than
a pay per view, simply from a collection perspective and other factors”. Finally, operators such as ktsat and Sky
Perfect JSAT, among others, are pursuing technological leadership through the adoption of 4K, and in some

Blaine Curcio

instances 8K, with this being used as a way to maintain the “premium” aspect of DTH in the face of competi-

is founder of Orbital Gateway Consulting (OGC), providing research and

consulting services on the satellite telecoms industry, with a focus on Asia-Pacific and
China. His areas of coverage include satellite communications (GEO, MEO, and LEO), the

1

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.starcor.apstar.phone&hl=en

2

https://www.asiasat.com/sites/default/files/asiasat-collaborates-with-kbz-to-provide-ott-via-satellite-video-service-in-myanmar-en.pdf

3

12

http://www.kratoscomms.com/~/media/communications/podcast/transcripts/constellations-podcast-episode-23.pdf?la=en

Chinese space industry, and video broadcast. Prior to OGC, Mr. Curcio was Principal Analyst
at NSR, spearheading the firm’s satellite finance practice, as well as multiple ground-breakhttp://www.intelsat.com/
intelsatone-prism/

4

ing projects for Asia-Pacific clients.
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Satellite Broadcasting in APAC to See
Sustained Growth Thanks to the “3 C’s”
Yew Weng Soo, Vice President, Sales & Market Development, Asia-Pacific,
SES Video

The debate on OTT versus linear TV has become the industry’s favourite dead horse to beat, having been endlessly rehashed in innumerable industry gatherings, panel discussions, and meetings. Diehard OTT-only proponents argue that by providing “what viewers want, when they want”, the convenience of being able to time
and location shift with OTT services has somehow “won” and therefore the future of the video market is
already set.
This somewhat myopic view incorrectly frames the landscape as an either-or choice between OTT and other
broadcast platforms. In my opinion, OTT is here to stay but overlooking trends and factors specific to Asia
underpin the continued success of linear TV and point to very healthy growth in the coming years. By taking a
closer look at viewer habits across Asia, we can quickly understand why satellite has such staying power and
growth momentum in the region.

Uniqueness of Asian Audiences
Compared to citizens of other regions, Asians are famous for being early adopters of technology. Starting
with the rapid uptake of VCR in 1980s Japan, the speed of Asia has set the pace for technology ever since.
Though recent technology innovation (including cashless payments and e-commerce, smartphones and apps,
4G networks, VR and high definition television) may not have originated in Asia, Asian countries have leapfrogged their Western counterparts.
In terms of speed of adoption and optimization, video content and broadcasting are no exception. In the near
term, given rising standards of living and early adoption tendencies, we expect Asia to rapidly become a
leading market for UHD.
Asian citizens’ eagerness to adopt new technologies is also reflected today in the way the advent of mobile
devices has changed the way they consume media. More than any other region, nearly everyone you come
across on a subway or bus, young or old, is fixated on their smart devices, watching the latest Korean drama
or consuming short video clips on social media.

14

(Source: iStock)

Besides, outside of and sometimes even within Asia’s mega-cities, broadband connection speeds remain
expensive and inconsistent, and can be hardly relied on as a source. During peak hours, internet speeds slow
to a crawl, only to pick up again in the middle of the night and other unearthly times.
Little wonder why satellite is a perennial favourite in Asia. Located 36,000km above the earth’s surface, satellites are able to transcend geographical challenges with one powerful beam to broadcast a bouquet of channels to an entire country – or even continent. Cable cuts and fibre outages don’t matter and one can be guaranteed to view any sports event in its full glory!

The 2nd C: Cost-effectiveness
It’s easy to forget just how massive Asia-Pacific is – we live in a vast place, divided by enormous seas, split
into archipelagos, and crisscrossed by rugged mountains. In this setting, satellite remains very attractive financially, with its well-established and mature technological architecture that can beam content even to the most
remote of places, which is cost effective for reaching millions of households at a time. This is particularly true
in emerging markets including archipelago nations such as Indonesia and the Philippines, or mountainous
countries like Myanmar.
Human geography can be just as tricky to navigate: even though Asia is home to nearly 60% of the world’s
population. Many Asian countries have just a handful of dominant cities and uneven levels of infrastructure
investment and urbanisation, sharply driving up the cost of deploying broadband and DTT technologies outside
Once they reach home though, TV becomes paramount. Thanks to family-centred values and multi-genera-

the major urban areas. In these situations, such as in Thailand and Vietnam, satellite-supported services are

tional living arrangements, a TV is “a member of the family” and watching TV is likewise a family affair. The

an excellent choice.

TV is constantly on in the background, and draws family and friends together for favourite TV programmes.
At the same time, Asia is an extremely diverse place. Often there is more than one common language, includ-

(Source: SES)

ing multiple dialects for any one country, as well as significant geographic barriers that divide the region, all
of which contributes to a healthy preference for local TV programming. This, in turn, lends itself strongly to
satellite.
Given the uniqueness of the Asian consumer, there are quite a few elements that will ensure a bright future
for satellite in Asia Pacific. Some of these important elements can be summarised as “the 3 C’s”.

The 1st C: Consistent
In the broadcasting world, consistency and reliability of service is particularly important, but even more so
when a live sporting event is on. Take the recent World Cup, for example: Could anything be worse than the TV
screen going blank or buffering just as someone is about to score in the last minute?
Given Asia’s love of sports, reliable broadcasting of sporting events is key. For the majority of Asians living in
the capital and in major cities, they can count on terrestrial infrastructure – whether cable or broadband – to
catch their favourite sports.
However, for those living in mountainous areas, islands or other remote locations, any form of infrastructure is
a luxury. In these areas, terrestrial infrastructure may not be the adequate solution as it’s expensive to roll out
and to maintain, and easily damaged – whether by natural causes or sabotage.

16
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Satellite is also the most price competitive solution for upping the number of channels to the vast number of
Asian customers. For broadcasters, the introduction of newer satellite technologies including high-powered
and high-throughput satellites with spot beams will allow truly local content to be broadcast at far more economically viable rates, helping ensure both profitability and competitive pricing for consumers.

The 3rd C: Crystal Clear Clarity
Two months ago, the IMF reaffirmed what most everyone already anecdotally knew – Asia is on course to be
the fastest growing, most economically dynamic part of the world, forecasted to grow at 5.5% and capturing
fully two-thirds of global growth1. As Asian consumers benefit from one of the fastest improvements in quality
of living in recorded history, higher standards in every aspect of their lives is a given. It’s hence no surprise that
consumers will want to watch TV in better quality if they have a choice.
Even with the sizeable share of Asian households with no television or with analogue sets, among existing
owners, expectations of picture quality are rising sharply and the number of digital television owners looking
to switch from SD to HD is set to rise. The popularity of live sports broadcast in HD is a strong driver of
demand for this growth, and remains an important differentiator for pay-TV operators.
And then there’s UHD. Although it represents an insignificant slice of the market at present, make no mistake:
as the pace of transition to HD in Asia has shown, the speed of market adoption of UHD might just surprise the
naysayers. The number of households in Asia equipped with an UHD TV set is set to triple from 10 percent in
2017 to 2022. Whether it’s HD or UHD, satellite has the bandwidth to deliver the immersive viewing experience that Asian consumers are demanding, and the reach to bring crystal-clear clarity to millions of viewers.
Thanks to the 3 C’s – consistency, cost-effectiveness, and clarity – satellite is firmly cemented in the future of
Asia’s broadcasting ecosystem and will play a vital role for years to come.

Yew Weng Soo is Vice President, Sales and Market Development, Asia-Pacific at SES
Video. He is responsible for driving business strategy, commercial activities, and the creation of
new services and solutions for customers in the Asia-Pacific video market. With over 25 years
of experience in the industry, Soo brings to SES Video a proven record of achieving business
growth, and a deep understanding of customers’ business needs amid an evolving media landscape. In his previous role as Managing Director of media service provider Globecast Asia Pte Ltd, Soo was responsible for setting its overall strategic direction and business development. He also held key positions at satellite operators
https://www.imf.org/en/
Publications/REO/APAC/
Issues/2018/04/16/areo0509
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Intelsat and Loral CyberStar, and communications solutions provider Verestar. Soo holds a Bachelor of Engineering
from the National University of Singapore. He is based in Singapore.

I NTERVIEW

Interview with Jean-François Fenech,
CEO, Eutelsat Asia
Jean-François Fenech is CEO of Eutelsat Asia,
leading the development of Eutelsat in the AsiaPacific region and EVP of Eutelsat’s Global Mobility
Services. He joined the Eutelsat Group in 2012, as
CEO of Skylogic S.p.A. and General Manager of
EUTELSAT 70B launch in December 2012 by Sea Launch (Souce: Sea Launch)

Eutelsat Broadband, Eutelsat’s broadband Business
Unit. Jean-François Fenech is a graduate of the
École Nationale Supérieure des Telecommunications
in Paris and holds a Master of Science Degree in

Question
What applications are creating the greatest demand in the region?

Electrical Engineering from Texas A&M University
(USA).

We are seeing significant demand from applications seeking to boost connectivity in underserved area, where
satellite provides the most cost-effective solution. These include cellular backhaul, broadband, corporate networks, government services, and DTH. As the demand for ubiquitous connectivity continues to rise, in-flight
and maritime services are also increasingly requiring satellite connectivity.

Question
After entering the Asian market in 2012, Eutelsat has been consolidating its position in
the region. What is Eutelsat’s current offer in Asia?

Question

Can you share some recent contracts in the Asia-Pacific region?
We have seen a lot of interest from customers in the region, particularly for EUTELSAT 172B, as reflected by our
recent announcements. The satellite attracted customer interest from the very beginning, with Panasonic sign-

We have made significant investments in Asia and are gradually consolidating our position in the market

ing on as an anchor customer for its High Throughput payload, selecting it as its key growth platform for trans-

through a strengthened commercial team across the region, which has allowed us to secure a number of note-

Pacific and Asian in-flight broadband and live TV services provided to commercial airlines. Panasonic was

worthy contracts in key markets.

already using EUTELSAT 172A for in-flight connectivity (IFC) and this new satellite allowed it to transform the
range of services it could deliver to commercial airlines, positioning it as a key provider of passenger connectivi-

We now operate three powerful satellites with premium coverage of the Asia-Pacific region: EUTELSAT 70B,

ty and entertainment as well as fast and concise collection and communication of aircraft and crew data.

EUTELSAT 172B and EUTELSAT 174A, which together provide widebeam C and Ku-band capacity and Ku-band
High-Throughput capacity to address a wide range of video and data applications, including Direct-To-Home

This High Throughput payload was also selected by UnicomAirNet (UAN), product of a partnership between

broadcast, video distribution and contribution, mobile backhauling, broadband access, inflight and maritime

China Unicom and Hangmei to provide IFC services to Chinese commercial airlines. As of 2019 UAN will lease

connectivity, and government services, in addition to facilitating cross-continental connectivity throughout our

the remaining capacity to enhance IFC services across an area stretching from the West coast of North

global fleet.

America to Asia and Australia.

EUTELSAT 70B, located strategically at 70.5° East, was designed to provide flexible cross-connectivity

In November 2017, we announced a multi-year agreement with Walesi, the Fijian Government’s Digital

between South East Asia, Central Asia, Africa and Europe. EUTELSAT 172B, of which the launch last year

Television infrastructure management company, to power a DTH platform to expand the reach of free-to-air

marked an important milestone towards our further positioning in the region, reinforced our coverage for fast-

television across Fiji, reaching even the most remote, deep rural, and maritime areas of the country.

growing applications in the Asia-Pacific region, including in-flight and maritime connectivity, cellular backhaul,

More recently, Bambu Wireless, a Philippine Telecommunications Solutions Provider, signed a multiyear con-

corporate networks, video and government services.

tract with Eutelsat for capacity on EUTELSAT 172B to provide broadband, maritime, and government services
across the Philippines’ 6,000 inhabited islands.

The service entry of EUTELSAT 172B in turn led to the relocation of EUTELSAT 172A (now renamed EUTELSAT

20

174A), inaugurating Eutelsat’s presence at the 174° East orbital location, further broadening our offer with cov-

Moreover, we have also struck deals with several Maritime Service Providers to expand their capacity on

erage from Australia and New Zealand to Japan.

EUTELSAT 172B, in particular on the very powerful beam covering North East Asia and all related high-traffic
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maritime routes. We continue to see interest from different customers across the region and look forward to
announcing new partnerships in due time.

Question
Why is satellite so important in Asia?
Asia differs from other continents in its extension and population density, but also in its complex geography
which includes vast mountainous and insular territories. This creates great obstacles when trying to deploy
broadcast and telecommunications networks across a territory. By implementing satellite solutions, service
providers can avoid investing in costly nationwide terrestrial infrastructure to extend their networks to smaller
population bases, and complement their existing offer via satellite. Eutelsat can provide a cost-effective and
quickly deployed solution to achieve connectivity objectives across the region.

Question
High Throughput continues to be one of the key topics under discussion in the industry,
particularly for broadband and mobility. What are your views on this trend and how do
you see its impact in the Asian market?
Eutelsat has identified connectivity as an area of strong growth and has been a pioneer in the adoption of HTS
worldwide since the launch of the KA-SAT satellite in 2010. We are progressively adding HTS capacity in our
core markets to respond to this demand, notably through EUTELSAT 172B in the Asia-Pacific region with a
focus on mobility.
Internet users will require increasing volume and speed as the demand for video and other bandwidth hungry
applications content continues to grow and HTS today and VHTS going forward will be at the front and center
of our strategy for continued growth. We believe the most significant growth will come from the broadband
and mobility sectors and are starting to design satellites that address both of these markets. These satellites
are quite large and thus benefit from better economies of scale than traditional satellites, allowing our solutions to be the most competitive in terms of bandwidth cost. This configuration applies to our recently
announced KONNECT VHTS satellite, which will enter into service by 2021. This satellite will provide a
Ka-band capacity of 500 Gbps, allowing passengers flying over Europe to enjoy high-speed Internet services,
with the same level of quality as European households located beyond terrestrial networks.
Asia’s rapidly growing demand for bandwidth and geographic characteristics will make it a key market for the
growth of satellite connectivity in the upcoming years. The recent initiative of the Indonesian government to deploy
a High-Throughput satellite to bring internet access to unreached parts of the island nation illustrates this trend.

EUTELSAT 172B (Souce: Airbus Defence and Space)
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Eutelsat.teleport (Source: Eutelsat)

FOCUS ASIA

The Future of Satellite Video

APAC DTH Leasing Revenue, Ku-band
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Compression
The traditional linear TV via satellite market has been a mainstay of satellite operator revenues, with long

The number of channels per transponder continues to increase over time. In the past 2 years, the number of

term contracts providing certainty, and the high bandwidth nature of video boosting fill rates for many FSS sat-

HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) channels broadcast globally has gone from a negligible number, to ~580

ellite operators. However, there are significant challenges on the horizon, with an ever-increasing number of

channels at the end of the first quarter of 2018. This includes HEVC channels on platforms such as

alternative entertainment options, the rise of Over-the-top (OTT) video, and high-speed internet connectivity all

Kazakhstan’s Alma TV, Taiwan’s Dish HD, and Thailand’s GoodTV, all of which are offering HEVC exclusive

creating restraints for satellite broadcasters.

channel offerings, and are able to achieve up to 60 channels on one satellite transponder.

While the point to multipoint benefits of satellite video broadcast will forever remain, pay TV operators and

Because set-top-boxes need to be upgraded to handle HEVC/H.265 decoding, generally new platforms in more

satellite operators will need to become strategic moving forward in order to maintain or grow video revenues.

developing regions are expected to use the format in the short term. Much longer term, HEVC is expected to be

In many developing regions in particular, there remains huge potential to increase subscriber numbers and

more widely used as pay TV platforms in more developed regions struggle with decreasing subscriber counts,

ARPU. Technologies already exist for satellite operators and pay TV platforms to become increasingly relevant

and hence declining revenues in some instances, which is putting pressure on all cost centres, most notably

in a changing media landscape. This includes technologies such as OTT, VoD pre-caching and IP multicast tech-

capacity leasing requirements.

nologies, which can enable more interactive experiences everywhere, no matter if subscribers are living in a
region with high speed fibre or in low or no bandwidth environments.

Pricing
The price of leased satellite capacity is declining across the board, and video is no exception. Traditionally long
capacity leasing deals (in excess of 10 years) had protected satellite operators from declining pricing while

State of the market

also providing for stability with key anchor clients. However, with this changing, as well as data migrating to

NSR’s Global Satellite Capacity Supply and Demand, 14th Edition report finds that DTH in the Asia Pacific

HTS satellites, there is further downward pressure on pricing. This is in addition to satellite operators reducing

accounts for ~$720 million in annual revenues in 2016, increasing to ~$850 million in 2026.

pricing to struggling DTH platforms and assisting keeping them afloat (and hence helping them continue to
lease satellite capacity in the longer term).

While growth continues to occur in Asia, in particular southeast Asia, the more developed markets in Europe
and elsewhere tell a different story. Satellite capacity revenue declines will accelerate, due to a combination
of three main factors.

Pricing problems
Pricing will be in the main pain point for satellite operators into the future, even as channel growth is expected

Decreasing Channel Counts

at a global level for some time, as this growth is compensated for by increasing compression and decreasing

While the amount of HD content is inching ever higher globally, SD channels in particular will see marked

pricing. This is leading to limited revenue growth in Asia.

declines in Europe and East Asia, as HD has already become the norm. In southeast Asia meanwhile, the
greater value generated by a higher number of channels that can be offered on SD for a given satellite

NSR notes that price for both C and Ku-band Video Distribution has declined approximately 35% globally and in South

capacity, continues to drive SD growth.

and Southeast Asia, and 31% in East Asia. This decline is expected to continue on account of declining subscribers
and head-end consolidation in developed regions and extreme competitive pressure in developing regions.
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APAC Distribution Leasing Revenue, C-band
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In addition, bargaining power in general remains concentrated with broadcasters. Exceptions to the rule are
operators owning hotspots in the North American and Western European markets to an extent where
bargaining power shifts to customers in absence of premium video content rights.
The effect on the C-band is expected to be more severe in the longer term. The overall demand has been
stagnant due to increasing compression ratios. Even Hotspot (which exists in Europe) pricing suffered a ~5%
decline with SES and Eutelsat posting decline in video revenues. Across Tier A, B and C customers, there has
been pricing pressure, with Tier A offered low pricing due to higher value of content/platform and with Tier C
pricing eroding because of competitive offers by other operators.
Operators such as SES and RSCC have turned to video services creating alternative revenue streams, but also
importantly back-end media or distribution platforms, which will eventually be seen in Asia. This strategy
hedges against both falling revenues and falling bandwidth customers with cross-fertilization of opportunities.
More operators are expected to turn to a back-end integrated type of strategy in the future.
DTH remains a sticky market due to key orbital positions in hotspots or due to difficult terrain reach. In both
cases, the cost of repointing antennas can be prohibitively high (~$100 per dish) and thus continue to attract
premium prices over video. This segment also registers a fall over the past 2 years at around ~20%. Though in
less developed parts of the world, the cost for repointing can be as low as $2, where DTH can only survive and
grow through compulsory regulations and not just as a substitute to cable.

Remaining relevant
While pricing is a key issue for satellite operators moving forward, pay TV platforms, in partnership with
operators, will need to provide new services to remain relevant long term in a changing media environment.
This is especially the case due to the impact of the plethora of flexible broadband television options, including
both paid for OTT services and free platforms such as YouTube. New services can include offering OTT,
UltraHD, multicasting services and Video on Demand (VoD) pre-caching.
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OTT

This also helps to serve the changing habits of pay TV subscribers, where the number of hours of TV channels

OTT options have expanded significantly in the last few years around the world, driven by increasing high

viewed are trending downwards, and time spent on other devices moving in the opposite direction. This can

speed broadband infrastructure rollouts, and increases in 4G LTE wireless footprints, which are soon to be 5G

also be utilised in commercial environments, such as bars, coffee shops, medical centres and more, and thus

wireless footprints.

providing additional value to customers of said premises.

Offering OTT services alongside linear TV services is becoming an important differentiator, and one that NSR

VoD Pre-caching

has noted previously on a number of occasions. These services typically utilise existing broadband networks,

VoD pre-caching can also be used, with set top boxes downloading large video content libraries to set top

either terrestrial or satellite, and can be bundled with Netflix and Amazon streaming services, or other

boxes in off-peak hours overnight, and subscribers able to view the offline content stored on the set top box at

proprietary OTT services. Having exclusive, large libraries of content will remain key differentiators, most

a later time. This will require consent with content rights holders considering the large amount of copyright

notably with sports content, which remains to this day on the key drivers for new pay TV subscriber signups.

protected material stored in consumers’ homes. Content providers will need to be more flexible with content
licensing to support growth of these alternative media via satellite markets. In addition, content copyright

UltraHD

holders will also need to work to get major content (for example, from Hollywood studios) to customers
globally sooner than has traditionally been the case. With end users in Asia often left waiting for many months

APAC DTH Channels, UHD

after a US release to consume new TV series and movies, and thus promoting pirated content over legal paid
120

subscription offerings.

100

Accelerated Content Schedules
While France has regulations which mandate minimum exclusive theatrical screening windows (currently set
to four months), in Asia this is dictated by studios and distributors. Updating these exclusive theatrical

Channels

80

screening windows with shorter time frames will assist pay TV platforms with more desirable content.
60

Bottom Line

40

The video markets are undergoing tremendous changes, and in the future NSR expects a steady increase in the
distribution of multicast IP video via satellite. While the point to multipoint benefits of satellite will always
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remain, most crucially for live events, a changing media environment, in Asia in particular, will result in
-

significant changes of the strategy of pay TV platforms. HEVC compression and lower pricing will assist pay TV
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platforms moving forward, especially in Southeast Asia, however for satellite operators the high growth rates

Source: NSR

over the last decade are over. While there is a combination of decreasing channel counts, increasing
compression and decreasing pricing resulting in revenue declines in developed regions, and flat revenues in

UltraHD channels, can also help retain subscribers, especially given the significant decline in the cost of

Asia. Developing regions continue to see an expanding selection of channels and platforms available.

UltraHD TVs, and many new TVs in Asia in particular already UltraHD compliant. While NSR expects the
number of UltraHD channels to remain small by comparison (~1.7% of global channel numbers forecast in

With the level of competition as it is amongst pay TV platforms and new OTT services, remaining relevant to

2026), NSR expects many platforms to have a few channels to showcase their most premium content – sports

changing consumer needs by providing reliable, mobile and multiscreen services remain critical to achieving

in particular, but also movies and a select range of TV series. The cost-to-benefit ratio of having a significant

differentiated service offerings to entice new customers and keep existing ones.

line-up of UltraHD channels, in comparison to a few channels, especially for smaller platforms, is unlikely to
drive a significant number of new subscribers, even if enough UltraHD content is available for pay TV
platforms to purchase.
IP Multicast
IP multicast via satellite services can also assist existing platforms work better with IP enabled devices such
as smartphones and computers. With this technology, the point to multipoint benefits of satellite can realised,
with set top boxes able to convert such multicast streams to unicast streams. This thus offers live content,
most notably sports, to IP devices without many of the downsides of traditional OTT video services, which
often struggle to provide content under heavy demand loads, such as the FIFA World Cup.

Alan Crisp joined NSR in 2014, following a Hong Kong based engineering role at Aurecon.
Crisp is the co-author of NSR’s annual M2M and IoT via Satellite report and also Linear TV and
other video broadcasting reports. As a member of NSR’s Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) group,
Crisp’s areas comprise of M2M and IoT communications - including both the satellite and terrestrial M2M landscape. Previous consulting experience includes forecast analysis and risk
management of natural disasters in Manila, where he made recommendations to policymakers about backup and
emergency telecommunication links for use in city and nationwide emergencies.
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TRENDS

What Does the 5G and OTT Era Mean
for Satellite?
Hans Massart, Market Director, Broadcast, Newtec
Kerstin Roost, Strategic Marketing & Public Relations Director, Newtec
Semir Hassanaly, Market Director, Cellular Backhaul & Trunking, Newtec

From broadband to broadcast, the satellite industry is continuing through a period of unparalleled change. 5G
is promising to revolutionize our lives as we enter the next era of communications and the rise of Over-The-Top
(OTT) video services is transforming how viewers consume content, knocking down the walls of home cinemas
and taking programs outside of them, anywhere, anytime and on any device.
While these trends bring challenges for satellite operators, they also bring opportunities with satellite perfectly positioned to be a key enabler for the new developments.

(Source: Newtec)
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Realizing 5G’s Potential

Newtec is also a key player in the Satis5 initiative. This provides a testbed showcasing major technology

When it comes to 5G, satellite has an important role to play in the mix of technologies that will be required to

progress and demonstrating the benefits of satellite technology for the main 5G use cases. Live, over the air GEO

realize the technology’s full potential. Bringing with it a promise to radically transform our personal and work

and MEO satellite connectivity is included, as well as laboratory emulations and simulations, and a federation of

lives, or homes and even whole cities through new applications in health, transport, entertainment, Machine-

terrestrial locations is used. The activity drives the full integration of satellite in 5G through open and standard

to-Machine (M2M) and security, 5G will require a huge shift towards a landscape dominated by wireless

solutions, facilitated primarily through 3GPP (the 3rd Generation Partnership Project) standardization.

connectivity.
For all these initiatives, a virtualized, multiservice platform which enables the high performance and high
Major architectural changes are also necessary and these are already beginning, with virtualization playing a

efficiency vital for 5G will be needed.

key role. By leveraging Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN), both
at the core and edge of the network, increased computing power, scalability and reduced operation costs can
be achieved, empowering creative business models that enable differentiation. As service providers will need

The Big Broadcast Switch

to offer seamless terrestrial and satellite connectivity, a suite of orchestrators will be needed to dynamically

Evolving at an even more rapid pace is the broadcast industry, with OTT broadcasting already finding its way

steer traffic to the best transport options available, according to bandwidth, latency, network conditions and

on to screens in homes and businesses. Underlining this progression is a recent Unisphere report which

other application-specific requirements.

predicts – somewhat surprisingly – that OTT viewership will overtake traditional viewing before 20201. This is
no doubt at least partially due to the millions of subscribers who use streaming sites such as Netflix, Hulu and

Starting with the network core and then expanding to the edge, full integration within the virtualized

Amazon Prime Video – and this market is only expected to grow.

architecture will also apply to satellites. A Management and Orchestration (MANO) framework will manage
this NFV infrastructure, allowing for easy integration of multiple applications.

More and more media companies are beginning to respond to this trend and move their broadcasts to the
world of instant consumption. This brings key benefits such as new subscribers or customers, enhancing a

Local call switching possibilities could be extended by a virtual Evolved Packet Core (vEPC) application, while

company’s competitive profile and increasing profitability.

reduced latency and improved Quality of Service (QoS) could be achieved through different applications, such
as caching and multicast, hosted on a Mobile (or Multi-Access) Edge Computing (MEC) platform.

For satellite operators, the emerging OTT trend has led many to question the long-term sustainability of the
traditional linear TV business that has been their bread and butter over the past decades. But, the key to
successful content distribution is transmission and at the heart of these transmissions is satellite.

Keeping Up With Demand
While satellite hasn’t traditionally been thought of as being compatible with OTT services, the technology still
has an extremely important role to play, with broadcasters finding more and more that they need to be on-site
wherever and whenever breaking news happens to deliver quality broadcasts over multiple platforms. To meet
the demand of viewers, this means sharing real-time events with the best image quality, low delay and
buffering to a global audience over the Internet, no matter where the event is taking place. The good news is
that solutions to this challenge have already arrived.

Unlocking New Prospects
In delivering 5G, QoS and Operational Expense (OpEx) will remain key – but new opportunities will also

To give an example, the Newtec Dialog multiservice platform incorporates our unique, award-winning,

emerge. In urban and rural areas, satellite services will be well placed to enable seamless connectivity for

dynamic Mx-DMA®2 bandwidth allocation technology, providing an IP solution that enables on-demand

emergency services, broadcast or multicast and network offload schemes, aero and maritime mobility,

bandwidth and reliable connectivity for seamless live streaming and general broadband applications. This

connected cars and mobile backhaul. Newer Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)

gives broadcasters the flexibility to run additional communications and applications on top of live streaming

constellations will build on this, further expanding the reach of satellite communications.

such as live social media posting. Newtec Dialog’s powerful API3 (Application Programming Interface) allows

Companies looking to get involved at an early stage can already take part in 5G trials. Newtec, for example,

1

Disruptive Asia, (April 24, 2017) https://disruptive.asia/ott-video-viewing-outpace-tv-five-years/

along with the European Space Agency (ESA) and a number of industrial companies, has signed a joint

2

Mx-DMA: (note Mx-DMA means Cross-Dimensional Multiple Access)
Newtec Mx-DMA is the return technology that incorporates the best features of MF-TDMA and SCPC technologies and at the
same time solves the difficult choice to select one or the other. The Mx-DMA return technology on the Newtec Dialog Platform
adjusts the frequency plan, the symbol rate, the modulation, coding and power in real-time for every terminal in the satellite network.

3

An API (Application programming interface) is a set of subroutine definitions, protocols and tools for building software. In this
specific case, it is a set of clearly defined methods of communication between an overarching management system and the
Newtec Dialog platform.

statement to demonstrate the functionality, performance and benefits of satellite when integrated and
interoperating within the 5G environment. The first phase will leverage existing space and ground segment
assets and further developments will be trailed after 2019.
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deep integration into NMS4 (Network Management System) known from the cellular bonding industry,

Entering the Next Era

underlining compactness and ease of use of the newsgathering kits. The capabilities of the platform have

With these leaps forward in innovation, the satellite industry is moving towards an exciting period which will

already been experienced by the Punch Powertrain Solar Team as they competed in the Bridgestone World

bring numerous opportunities to break down barriers and push the boundaries of the connected world as we

Solar Channel – a 3,000 km. solar car race across the Australian outback – and used the solution to live stream

know it today. Whether we are talking about 5G or OTT, there is no doubt that the infrastructure in the sky is

interviews and action video clips.

more relevant to our daily lives than ever.

Delivery of premium content to enable multiscreen viewing brings with it an increase in traffic, meaning
bandwidth must be used effectively and traffic needs to be minimized. To address Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH5), which the multiscreen devices require, the unicast content streams can be
converted at the hub to multi-cast, enabling efficient transportation, and then converted back to unicast at the
remote site. Satellite is ideally positioned for this due to the unique multi-cast potential it brings when
broadcasting the content.
In addition to enabling live streams, the satellite link also feeds the Content Distribution Network (CDN),
pushing popular content in the different required profiles to edge CDN-based on content popularity analysis.
The return channel of Newtec Dialog provides the bi-directional IP pipe to make this popularity feedback
possible as well as address any DRM concerns when terrestrial networks are not available. Crucially, through
satellite multi-cast distribution, terrestrial backbones can be offloaded to keep up with the demand from the
edge which will be especially important in the 5G era.

OTT – terrestrial/satellite convergence
Inject to Cloud

Feed CDN
Hans Massart holds an electrical engineering degree and a business administration degree
from the University of Leuven. He has more than 15 years’ broadcast experience. Before joining
Newtec, he served 14 years in European Sales and Business development positions at Cisco,
Scientific-Atlanta and BarcoNet. In 2012, he became Newtec’s Director of Strategic Business
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Development and then Market Director Broadcast in 2014.

Kerstin Roost has 18 years’ experience in IT, media and satellite communications, with

MEC
- Storage
- CDN
- Multicast
- Unicast

expertise in strategic PR & communications, marketing, sales, customer support and engineering. Before joining Newtec's global marketing and sales team, Kerstin was a software and support engineer for Newtec’s Berlin division and then a marketing manager for the related software and solutions. Kerstin holds a Multimedia Engineering degree from University of
Technology, Business and Design in Wismar, Germany.

Semir Hassanaly is Newtec’s mobile backhaul lead, with expertise in the bridging technology and business, specifically in Mobile and Internet. Previously, Semir was vice-president of
Marketing & Strategy at Memotec and Product Marketing Director at Comtech. Semir has also
4

5
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A Network Management System (NMS) is a system that constantly monitors a (computer) network for slow or failing components
and that notifies the network administrator in case of outages or other trouble. In this particular case, the NMS monitors the
bandwidth requirements of each of the remote terminals, compares it with the network availability for each of the terminals and
routes different packets via different routes based on a set of parameters such as delay, lowest cost routing etc.
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), also known as MPEG-DASH, is an adaptive bitrate streaming technique that
enables high quality streaming of media content over the Internet delivered from conventional HTTP web servers

launched startups and held several international assignments in product management, solutions architecture and product development. Semir holds an Electronics and Automatics M.S.
from the University of Sciences of Montpellier, France, and a Business Administration M.S from the Institut Francais de
Gestion, France.
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NEW MEMBER

APSCC Welcomes Blue Origin as a
New Regular Member

Blue Origin is empowered by a vision where millions of people are living and working in space. To achieve our
vision, we are developing reusable rocket engines and launch vehicles that will dramatically lower the cost of
access to space.
Our record-setting New Shepard was the first fully reusable vertical takeoff, vertical landing space vehicle, flying
five times above the Karman line and landing safely back on Earth. Powered by our robust BE-3 engine, New
Shepard is preparing to take astronauts to space and back starting in 2018.
We’ve also introduced the New Glenn orbital launch vehicle designed for operational reusability. BE-4, the world’s
most powerful liquid oxygen / liquefied natural gas engine, will enable New Glenn to launch payloads over 13
metric tons to geostationary transfer orbit and 45 metric tons to low Earth orbit beginning in 2020.
Driven by our motto, Gradatim Ferociter or “step by step, ferociously,” our incremental approach builds upon each
success as we develop ground-breaking spaceflight systems. We don’t just build rockets - we build a culture
around methodical innovation and exploration. Are you ready to go to space?

Blue Origin’s orbital rocket New Glenn

Recent BE-4 Engine Test at Blue
Origin’s West Texas Launch Facility
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New Shepard on the launch pad the morning of Mission 8, April 29, 2018

NEW MEMBER

APSCC Welcomes HISe as a
New Regular Member

HISe (pronounced as “his-ee”) is a Maryland, USA based consulting company founded in 2014 by Eddie Kato, a
space industry veteran. Eddie started the Company after he spent more than 30 years in the space industry. He
accumulated his careers at various satellite companies in Japan, US and Europe. Eddie was responsible for
world-wide satellite marketing and sales at both Orbital Sciences (now Northrop Grumman) and Thales Alenia
Space. Since its foundation, HISe has quickly built and stabilized its businesses. HISe is currently serving several
clients and accounts from Asia Pacific Region and USA. Those customers include government and commercial
entities, from satellite services to ground supply. HISe’s activities are not only for satellite communications fields,
but also for remote sensing arena. HISe provides various advisory services, including but not limited to market
analysis, market entry strategies and support, satellite procurement planning and implementation support, regulatory advices, international alliance and partnership building supports, etc. HISe tries to work with clients in support of progressing the clients’ businesses, rather than simply providing opinions and views. HISe’s strength and
expertise as well as the company’s strategic theme are to become a connector of markets and players between
Asia and US markets, leveraging rigorous hands-on and managerial experiences of Eddie and his partners/subcontracting consultants. Eddie has served as a board of directors at APSCC since early 2000’s with a motivation to
contribute to advancement of the Asian satellite business with tightness of the community.

Contact
HISe, Inc.
10806 Gainsborough Road, Potomac, Maryland 20854, USA
Tel: +1 240 447 4729
E-mail: eddie.kato@hiseinc.com
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CALENDAR OF

EVENTS

SEPTEMBER
5

Vietnam in View t Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam t
http://casbaaevent.com/events/casbaa-vietnam-in-view-2018/

10-14

World Satellite Business Week t Paris, France t
www.satellite-business.com/en

14-18

IBC 2018 t Amsterdam, the Netherlands t https://show.ibc.org/

18-21

VSAT Global 2018 t London, U.K. t https://tmt.knect365.com/vsat-global/

19-20

Myanmar Connect 2018 t Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar t
www.capacityconferences.com/Myanmar-Connect

OCTOBER
2-4

APSCC 2018 Satellite Conference and Exhibition t Jakarta, Indonesia t
http://apsccsat.com

4

APSCC 2018 Youth Development Workshop t Jakarta, Indonesia t
http://apsccsat.com/workshop/

9-11

Satellite Innovation 2018 t Silicon Valley, CA, USA t
https://2018.satelliteinnovation.com/

9-11

Satellite Technology Asia t Singapore t
www.intelligence-sec.com/events/defence-satellites-2018

15-16

VSAT Congress 2018 t Washington D.C., USA t www.vsatcongress.com

24-26

Broadcast Indonesia 2018 t Jakarta, Indonesia t www.broadcast-indonesia.com

29-1

Asia Video Summit 2018 t Hong Kong t https://asiavideosummit.com/

NOVEMBER
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6-8

Global MilSatCom 2018 t London, U.K. t www.globalmilsatcom.com.apsccmag

6-9

Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum (APRSAF-25) t Singapore t
www.aprsaf.org/annual_meetings/aprsaf25/meeting_details.php?mail159

14-16

CYBERSAT18 t Arlington, VA, USA t www.cybersatsummit.com

www.apsccsat.com
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along with satellite communications including broadcasting for the betterment of the Asia-Pacific region.
in order to discuss issues that affect the industries and to promote and accelerate the efficient introduction of outer

In order to disseminate industry related information, APSCC publishes a quarterly satellite magazine as well as a
monthly e-newsletter, which are distributed worldwide to members and others. The quarterly magazine and other
publications are available on the Web at www.apscc.or.kr.
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Register now for the Early Bird Rate!
Contact apscc2018@apscc.or.kr for sponsorship, exhibition and conference
program inquiries.
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